
Solutions for Insurance

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Simplify Processes and Transform Your Business

Today’s insurance organizations are fighting in an intensely 

competitive environment for increasingly demanding 

customers. But most core systems don’t allow the speed and 

flexibility necessary to adjust to fast-changing market 

conditions and accommodate customer expectations. 

Kofax can provide the tools you need to accelerate your 

processes, maximize your current investments and put the 

right information into the hands of your employees. The result 

is a more seamless, streamlined and connected process from 

start to finish. 

New Business Underwriting 

When underwriting and policy information is scattered across 

systems and departments, it’s challenging to complete new 

business processes. Employees spend valuable time 

searching for information and documentation, and that 

hinders productivity and customer service. 

Our new business underwriting solution connects your 

systems and unites all parts of the application, underwriting 

and policy issuing processes for increased speed and 

efficiency. Content and process management technology 

captures and links documents to applicant files electronically, 

then automatically routes files to underwriting for immediate 

action. Rules-based workflow and document tracking ensure 

accurate, compliant steps are performed, and instant access 

to full documentation allows underwriters to make better, 

more informed decisions for faster results and better service. 

Applicant Onboarding 

Applying for an insurance policy often requires the applicant 

to complete lengthy, complicated forms to provide needed 

information. When that process is slow or redundant, 

customers grow frustrated and form a negative first 

impression of your organization. 

Our applicant onboarding solution helps you make a strong 

first impression, every time. Gather needed information 

from new customers through their preferred channel, 

including email, online, mobile and paper mail. Achieve 

near-perfect file accuracy to reduce errors and delays, and 

build trust with automated follow-up communications. With 

our industry-leading capture technology and adaptable 

workflows, automating your onboarding process is easy. 

Life, Loss and Damage Claims Processing 

The ever-increasing volume and complexity of claims can 

make it difficult for your organization to keep up, especially 

when error-prone manual processes are slowing you down. 

In addition, those delays can drive up costs and frustrate 

customers. 

Our claims processing solution helps you streamline the 

collection, processing and sharing of disparate claims 

information. Our content and process management 

technology connects your claims examiners and processors 

to critical information. It’s a single system that handles every 

type of document— first notice of loss, claims worksheets, 

reports and everything in between. As a result your 

employees are able to respond to claimants quickly, improve 

accuracy and productivity and drive down costs. 
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Health and Injury Claims Automation 

From medical codes to provider information, processing 

paper-based medical claims requires the extraction and 

validation of numerous pieces of information. Processing this 

data quickly and accurately can be a challenge when 

employees lack visibility to the complete picture. 

Our health and injury claims automation solution streamlines 

medical bill processing by automatically extracting and 

validating patient and provider service data. The solution 

verifies all medical codes, and presents only problematic 

medical claims to validation workers for review or correction. 

Finally, it initiates the downstream adjudication process by 

creating an EDI file that can be uploaded into an existing 

claims management system. The solution is scalable, enabling 

capture from centralized operations and directly from the 

point of origination. As a result, processors can make smarter 

decisions about claims, and payers can increase 

responsiveness to customers.

Policyholder Communications 

Clear and timely communication is the key to good customer 

service. But when customer information is scattered across 

disparate systems across your organization, communication 

can be slow, decentralized and impersonal. 

Our policyholder communications solution unites your 

systems and brings all information together to increase 

visibility and efficiency. Unlike similar solutions, this offering 

provides a single platform for all three types of 

correspondence: batch, on-demand and interactive, so you can 

optimize customer communication across the board. Unique 

features allow your employees to create communications that 

are compliant and consistent with your brand, yet 

personalized to meet the customer’s needs. As a result, you’ll 

be able to respond faster, and with content that’s more 

accurate and relevant than ever before. 

Discover more about Kofax Solutions for Insurance at  
kofax.com


